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This article analyzes the making and remaking of Kurdish national identity in the absence of a Kurdish nation-state — specifically, the use of urban space to register claims to national belonging. Looking at Diyarbakır, the largest Kurdish city in Turkey, the article examines the political and social interaction between civil society and pro-Kurdish political parties to shed light on the invention of a “new” Kurdish identity and the dynamics of Kurdish nationalism there. It suggests that Kurdish nationhood “as a political and cultural form” is being institutionalized in Diyarbakır through the everyday practices of its residents, as pro-Kurdish parties prompt an agenda and vocabulary of Kurdish nationalism that recalls a traumatic past and imagines a common future. The article argues that Kurdish nationalism in Diyarbakır is being built through the urban experience of collectivity in diverse socio-spatial and political encounters, rather than solely through top-down interventions.

"Before, I didn’t know that I was a Kurd. We were all Turks. As I have lived here, now I know that I am a Kurd. Kurd is my identity.” These were the words of Havin, a twenty-year-old university student who I interviewed in Diyarbakır, Turkey, in 2007. "I don’t expect the municipality to collect the garbage or do any other service for us, but I want my Kurdish identity back; this is all I expect from the municipality.”

During field visits to Diyarbakır between 2007 and 2011, I increasingly heard two comments from those I interviewed: “We want our own Kurdishness”; and “We want to live our own culture and speak our own language.” Havin, who migrated to the city from a rural area to pursue a university education, was one such resident who wanted her “Kurdishness” back. But what may be most critical about her case, as well as those of many like her, is the rationale that has inspired her, in the absence of a Kurdish state, to “know” and “claim” she is a Kurd.
This article seeks to analyze the making and remaking of Kurdish national identity in the absence of a Kurdish nation-state. In the context of Diyarbakır, the largest Kurdish city in Turkey, it examines the political and social interaction between civil society and the succession of pro-Kurdish political parties in order to shed light on increasing Kurdish nationalism in Turkey.

With a population of more than 1.5 million, Diyarbakır is located near the headwaters of the Tigris River in southeast Turkey (Fig. 1). Records show that settlement on the site in ancient Mesopotamia extends back to 3500 BCE. Exhibiting multiple histories, the city came under Hurrian, Hititian, Assyrian and Urartian rule, before being incorporated within the territory of the Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman empires. In the early twentieth century Diyarbakır was established as a province of the Republic of Turkey, and subsequently became a site of modern nation-state building based on processes of Turkification. Government actions included bans on the use of the Kurdish language, the changing of village and street names from Kurdish to Turkish, and the forced displacement of Kurds.

Following the 1965 census, the Turkish government outlawed the publication of information about ethnicity and language across the country. However, it is presently estimated that Kurds constitute a majority (90 percent) of the population in Diyarbakır. Since 1984 and the beginning of armed conflict between the state of Turkey and the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK, Partiya Karkêran Kurdistan), the city has been a crucial site of contestation between pro-Kurdish parties and the Turkish state. Beginning in the 1990s Diyarbakır also experienced intensive urbanization and consequent political mobilization, which has led to a concentrated discourse of Kurdish nationalism, making the city a center for the movement in Turkey.

This article tries to understand the ways nationalism and national belonging are articulated in the absence of a nation-state. Focusing on urban space, it argues that Kurdish nationalism is being built in Diyarbakır through the urban experience of collectivity in diverse socio-spatial and political encounters. Rather than through top-down interventions, this has involved everyday practices of residents that recall a traumatic past and imagine a common future.

**MAKINGS OF NATIONAL ATTACHMENT VIA URBAN SPACE**

The relationship between urban space and nation-building has been studied at length. However, most prior research has focused on the construction of national identity and the invention of national tradition as a top-to-bottom practice in the presence and through the active intervention of nation-states. Much less work has been done on the creation of national identity in the absence of a nation-state.

Recently, in the context of debates on the future of statehood, theorists have questioned state-centered models of political space as the basis for national identity and begun to develop new understandings of the politics of space. One reason is that, while effective in examining the structure of the state and its institutions, state-centered understandings remain inadequate to explain diverse political mechanisms and reciprocal socio-political practices. In particular, they
They theorized the process of “political articulation” as one by Kurdish parties and pro-Kurdish mayors who have played a Kurdish nationhood “as a political and cultural form” may be very making of Kurdish nationalism lies in the “articulating” role of the pro-Kurdish political party, where the party naturalizes class, ethnic and racial formations with a new Kurdish nationalist discourse. After the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the Republic of Turkey began a process of modern nation-state building through the invention of “Turkish identity” and practices aimed at homogenizing the population. While the assimilation and integration of some other Balkan and Caucasian ethnic minorities was settled smoothly, attempts to assimilate the Kurds encountered continuing resistance. In fact, between 1923 and 1980, around twenty organized revolts by Kurds against the state took place, all of which were quickly suppressed, with the exception of the longest, in 1938 in the Dersim area, which lasted seven months. 

Similarly, in their analysis of political mobilization and social change, Cedric De Leon, Manali Desai and Cihan Tugal have focused attention on the critical role played by political parties. In their view, rather than “absorbing or rechanneling popular pressure,” parties may help constitute social formations. They theorized the process of “political articulation” as one by which party activities naturalize class, ethnic and racial formation as a basis for social division by integrating disparate interests and identities into coherent sociopolitical blocks. 

Inspired by these critiques of state-centered models, I argue that the construction of Kurdish nationalism in Turkey is not merely a civil-society project; nor does it depend solely on top-down political and ideological intervention. Rather, the very making of Kurdish nationalism lies in the “articulating” role of the pro-Kurdish political party, where the party cultivates and shapes a new sense of imagined Kurdish identity via urban practices. Channeling the activity of NGOs, civil society, and political society, the pro-Kurdish party has brought the “constituents of the social” together and articulated social formations with a new Kurdish nationalist discourse.

Following Lisa Wedeen and Rogers Brubaker, I also take the position that the nation, “as a practical category and as a contingent event,” is something “whose significance lies in its ability to reproduce the vocabularies of imagined community and popular sovereignty.” With this in mind, I argue that Kurdish nationalism “as a political and cultural form” may be institutionalized in the streets of Diyarbakır. It emerges in the everyday practices of city residents — in parks, protests, hunger strikes, marches, funeral gatherings, house meetings, and so on — as the pro-Kurdish party prompts the agenda and character of social discourse.

In the sections that follow I first examine the rise of pro-Kurdish parties and pro-Kurdish mayors who have played a pivotal role in constructing the pathway toward Kurdish nationalism and channeling the movement in Diyarbakır. I then examine the practices of pro-Kurdish party members, mayors, activists, NGOs, and civil society in the city. These have been aimed both at (de)nationalizing (from Turkishness) and (re) nationalizing (Kurdification) attributes of urban space. From here I move to an examination of specific urban parks, installed between 2008 and 2010 by pro-Kurdish mayors, which produce narratives of collective pain and suffering, a traumatic past, and the imagined future of Kurdistan. In the final section, I examine these narratives as representatives of “nationness,” as it is discussed and practiced among citizens in the everyday life of Diyarbakır.

TOWARD A POLITICS OF KURDISH NATIONALISM IN TURKEY

After the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, the Republic of Turkey began a process of modern nation-state building through the invention of “Turkish identity” and practices aimed at homogenizing the population. While the assimilation and integration of some other Balkan and Caucasian ethnic minorities was settled smoothly, attempts to assimilate the Kurds encountered continuing resistance. In fact, between 1923 and 1980, around twenty organized revolts by Kurds against the state took place, all of which were quickly suppressed, with the exception of the longest, in 1938 in the Dersim area, which lasted seven months. In the first 23 years of the Turkish Republic, state elites paid specific attention to the issuance and endorsement of reports calling for the absolute rejection of a distinct Kurdish identity. Among the strategies that emerged to enforce these were the dislocation of the Kurdish population, increased efforts to force assimilation (i.e., changing village and street names from Kurdish into Turkish), and bans on the use of the Kurdish language.

Beginning in the early 1980s, the rise of a regional Kurdish national movement along with armed conflict between the PKK and the state placed the “Kurdish question” at the center of Turkish politics. In subsequent years, during a period of continual low-intensity conflict, Kurdish-dominated eastern and southeastern Turkey suffered from extensive internal displacement and forced migration. Indeed, under the “State of Emergency” (1987–2002), around one million Kurds were evicted from their rural villages and forced to migrate. By the 1990s, following a dramatic escalation of violence by armed militias and intracommunal tensions, many more Kurds were obliged to flee their homes, primarily to urban centers like Adana, Diyarbakır, Istanbul and Mersin, where they sought shelter in chaotic urban shantytowns. Further, urban residence in itself, while making Kurdishness more visible, marginalized and politicized Kurdish society, leading to new political landscapes not only in the southeast region, but across the country.

The 1990s also marked a historical turning point in the development of the Kurdish nationalist movement. In June 1990 the first legally recognized Kurdish political party in Turkey, the People’s Labor Party (Halkın Emek Partisi, HEP), explicitly committed itself to the advancement of Kurdish rights. It was represented in the Grand National Assembly of Turkey with 22 deputies. After changing its name to the Democracy Party (Demokrasi Partisi, DEP), however, it was...
closed by the Turkish constitutional court in 1993, and thirteen of its deputies were imprisoned. But in the years that followed, as each successive Kurdish party was outlawed by the Turkish constitutional court, a new party would succeed it. Thus, right after the closure of the Democracy Party in 1993, the People’s Democracy Party (Halkın Demokrasi Partisi HADEP) was founded in 1994. It was closed by the court in 2003, but in the interim the Democratic People’s Party (Demokratlık Halk Partisi, DEHAP) had been founded in 1997. This was subsequently replaced by the Democratic Society Party (Demokratlık Toplum Partisi, DTP) in 2005. And when the DTP was closed by the court in 2009, party officials immediately founded the Peace and Democracy Party (Barış ve Demokrasi Partisi, BDP), the current pro-Kurdish political party.

Diyarbakır, the central city for Kurdish politics, was also dramatically transformed in the 1990s, as large numbers of internally displaced people migrated there in a very short period of time. Diyarbakır experienced rapid urbanization and sociopolitical polarization, as Kurdish society was socially and politically marginalized and institutionalized. However, the formation of political parties and the electoral participation of pro-Kurdish voters provided a critical new institutional base for the development of Kurdish movement. As Nicole Watts has noted, it transformed the conflict from rural to urban, and “expanded the realm of Kurdish movement into mainstream political arenas.”

Elaborating on the relationship between political parties and social life, De Leon, Desai and Tuğal have argued that political parties do not merely reflect social divisions; rather, they actively construct them. Indeed, parties “are often central to the constitution of the social because they give a specific logic to the reproduction of social formations.” Moreover, “without this or a substituting articulating logic, constitutions of the ‘social,’ the heterogeneous terrain of social relations, do not necessarily hold together.”

In keeping with this analysis, since the late 1990s, pro-Kurdish party mayors in the cities of southeastern Turkey have played a major role in strengthening the discourse of Kurdish nationalism, uplifting the grassroots and channeling the political agenda of the Kurdish movement. They have established a vast network between different civil-society organizations (i.e., human rights organizations and various NGOs), and linked civil society to the political sphere through parliamentary and extra-parliamentary practices. For the most part, since 1999, when the pro-Kurdish parties began to take over local municipalities, they have played a pivotal role in setting the new Kurdish nationalist vocabulary and founding a diverse Kurdish identity discourse.

The critical urban practices of the pro-Kurdish mayors have thus created new opportunities to establish the agenda of Kurdish nationalism, not only in the closed rooms of politics, but in the streets of Diyarbakır. Since their arrival, Diyarbakır has been marked by the dominance of its Kurdish activist population, the strength of the pro-Kurdish parties, and widely publicized Kurdish nationalist aspirations.

The Ground of Urban Politics in Diyarbakır

On September 20, 2010, thousands of Kurds marched from Cegerxwin Cultural Center to Koşuyolu Park in Diyarbakır to show their support for a school boycott campaign. The campaign, seeking to restore education in the Kurdish language, was organized by the Peace and Democracy Party (BDP) in collaboration with civil-society organizations such as TZP Kurdi (the Movement for Kurdish Language and Education). The campaign called on Kurdish-speaking citizens of Turkey’s southeast region to hold their children out of school between September 20 and 25 (the first week of the school year). A week before the march, posters were placed on billboards by municipalities in Diyarbakır arguing for the right to education in these students’ mother tongue (Kurdish). The official state reaction didn’t arrive until later, but on September 16 the Diyarbakır court ordered the removal of the posters in the city. According to the court: “It has been decided that the statements in the banners are similar to the discourse of the PKK’s supportive base, its sympathizers, and it is like a call for society to digest, accept and apply the organization’s beliefs and thoughts.”

The protest against the state and the state’s response, the court’s order to remove the posters, is just one case among many showing the contentious relation between the Turkish state and Diyarbakır’s pro-Kurdish mayors and party officials. In the case of Diyarbakır, spatial and temporal power over urban space has emerged as a critical feature of inclusion and exclusion practices. This is not only true with regard to the central power of the Turkish state, but also of the actions of multiple state agencies toward each other. Hence, as Henri Lefebvre has explained:

```
... each new form of state, each new form of political power, introduces its own particular way of portioning space, its own particular administrative classification of discourses about space and about things and people in space. Each such form commands space, as it were, to serve its purposes.
```

For pro-Kurdish municipalities, therefore, urban space is a key aspect in articulating Kurdish identity, conditioning freedom, and producing counter-narratives to those of the Turkish state. However, both municipalities and NGOs have encountered many obstacles to such practices, created by the state-appointed governorship and the military. These agents of the national state often intervene by banning organizations, militarizing land, and prohibiting citizens from using specific urban sites. While an examination of these obstacles is important in cutting across boundaries between state and society, I have had to limit my scope of analysis here to understanding the practices of Kurdish nationalism in Diyarbakır.

Despite these barriers, the critical role of urban space in Diyarbakır is clear. As acted upon by pro-Kurdish mayors, it does not merely work to express power; it also constitutes the
grounds of social uprising, mobilization, and, more particularly, the makings of national attachments, as a main site of contestation and meaning-production for Kurdish identity.

(De)Nationalizing the City: Building the Frontier

During the early Republican period, Turkey, like many new nation-states and postcolonial governments, adopted modern architecture and urbanism as a form of expression. National independence meant embracing an image tied to “progressive” political ideals. By the mid-1930s, as elsewhere in Europe, in Turkey this initial embrace of modernity was replaced by a heavy emphasis on “nationalism,” and thus by a subsequent rise of Turkification and its influence on architecture.34 However, the development of such homogenizing practices of Turkification was also tied to political circumstances of Europe in the late 1930s. The development of such homogenizing practices of Turkification was also tied to an increasing number of revolts by Kurds in the southeast of the country. The result was a shift from “modern” to “national” architecture.

The rise of nationalism was further evident in the proliferation of images and emblems of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, founder of the Turkish Republic. Beginning in the late 1930s and early 1940s (and particularly after his death in 1938), monuments, busts, and equestrian statues of Atatürk, along with plates inscribed with his epithets, appeared widely in the cities of Turkey. In addition to the new monuments, it also became common during this “nationalist climate” to rename streets and boulevards as Atatürk, Gazi [Veteran], or Cumhuriyet [Republic].35 These architectural and urban practices, whose effect is still apparent, extended to Diyarbakır. However, unlike other cities in Turkey, statues of Atatürk are no longer common in Diyarbakır today, nor will one encounter many of his slogans endorsing Turkish nationalism. One reason is the activism of pro-Kurdish party officials and mayors, who have sought to transform urban space as a means of constructing Kurdish identity. This first necessitated erasing Turkish nationalist elements from urban space, a process I call (de)nationalizing the city. Only then could the (re)nationalization of the city begin.36

The removal of Turkish nationalist symbols from urban space has not always gone smoothly, as conflicts have arisen between the mayors, the state-appointed governor, and state laws. Frequently, the pro-Kurdish party and local mayors have been exposed to juridical and bureaucratic pressure.37 At times, administrators from the pro-Kurdish parties and Kurdish activists have been taken to court, fined, and even jailed for their actions. However, between 1999 and 2011, pro-Kurdish mayors continuously and purposefully employed urban space to promote practices of “Kurdification.” Particularly in 2004, following implementation of the new “Local Administrations Law,” pro-Kurdish municipalities, as well as other municipalities in Turkey, gained increased access to resources they needed to intervene in the public realm.

As a result, in Diyarbakır today the only public proclamation of one of the most well-known of Atatürk’s sayings, “Ne Mutlu Türküm Diyene” [“How Happy Is the One Who Can Say He Is a Turk”], is veiled by a large ornamental tree (Fig. 2). Beginning in the 1990s, the city’s streets, boulevards, and urban parks instead began to bear the names of well-known pro-Kurdish authors, poets, activists and politicians. Among the most prominent examples are Musa Anter Boulevard (Musa Anter was a Kurdish activist killed in Diyarbakır in 1992); Ahmet Arif Boulevard (Ahmet Arif was a famous Kurdish poet); and Ayşe Şan Park (Ayşe Şan, a renowned Kurdish singer, died in 1996). Furthermore, some social mechanisms (e.g., festivals, funerals and prayers) have been critical tools for the removal of state authority from the city. While reappropriating the use of urban space, such practices have also blunted the application of counter-narratives by the Turkish state.

A particularly important instance of the latter occurred on April 15, 2011, when, instead of going to mosques, some 2,000 Kurdish Muslims attended Friday prayer in Dağkapı Square as a way to protest the state’s mandate to use Turkish during sermons (Fig. 3). The protest, referred to as Civil Friday Prayer, was organized by the pro-Kurdish party (BDP) and by civil-society organizations as an act of civil disobedience.38 The choice of Dağkapı Square was spectacular. Located at the entrance to the city’s historical quarters and market, the square had been remade in 1931 after the foundation of the Turkish Republic. At that time, the governor of Diyarbakır had decided to demolish a section of the city’s surrounding wall because “the city could not breathe.”39 Subsequently, like many other public spaces in Turkey, Dağkapı Square came to be adorned with a clock tower and a statue of Atatürk (Fig. 4). Installed on the western side of square, the statue depicts Atatürk holding children under his arms. It
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has since attracted considerable attention and criticism from Kurdish residents of the city. Indeed, in January 2011 it was burned by protesters, only to be immediately replaced. And in April 2011, during a protest for imprisoned pro-Kurdish politicians and activists, the face of Atatürk was covered with the poster of Abdullah Öcalan, founder of the PKK, who has been in jail since 1999.

The statue is not the only prominent representation of Atatürk on display in the square. At one end, a massive mural painted on the side of an eleven-story building shows Atatürk in military apparel. An inscription below reads: “Those from Diyarbakır, Van, Erzurum, Istanbul, Thrace, and Macedonia are the children of the same race, the veins of the same one” (fig. 5). And at the other end, a picture of Atatürk surveys the square from atop the citadel, with a Turkish flag to its right (fig. 6). All three of these monumental emblems stand as powerful reminders of a Turkish nation-state imbued by Kemalist doctrine.

On April 15, as the crowd was gathering in the square for the Civil Friday Prayer, however, a municipal officer standing at the back voiced to me the notion that Kurdish historical figures might someday also be represented in the city. “We are planning to install the sculpture of Sheik Said right in the middle of this square, and there is another project for Salahaddin Ayyubi, pride of our nation,” he said. Shortly after the sit-in in front of the Atatürk statue, the Civil Friday Prayer then began, under tight police surveillance. Demanding cultural freedom and the right to use the mother tongue, the entire sermon was conducted in Kurdish (fig. 7). Transforming Dağkapi Square into an arena of prayer, the event not only provided a religious challenge to the Kemalist secular nation-state, but it was also an act of eradicating state power. In defiance of state emblems (the statue and images of Atatürk and the police ringing the square), the protest proclaimed the existence of Kurdish identity. Furthermore, it enacted a “civil” form of national solidarity, in which the crowd was united in opposition to the state.

I will now turn to an examination of how the pro-Kurdish BDP Party (successor of the DTP) has utilized urban parks...
to represent Kurdish identity and facilitate free speech. In the everyday life of Diyarbakır, urban parks are sites of political debate, where issues of identity, the “Kurdish question,” and culture can be negotiated. They provide the occasion for a broad range of discursive construction and interaction among Kurdish citizens. In urban parks, residents exchange opinions, argue about recent developments in the country, criticize politicians, and discuss questions such as “what shall the pro-Kurdish party or the central government do?”

Today there are more than two hundred urban parks in Diyarbakır, ranging in size from 1,500 to 60,000 square meters. More than 80 percent of these have been opened since the election of pro-Kurdish mayors in the city. For instance, the Kayapınar municipality, which was only established in 2004,
opened 43 parks between 2004 and May 2010 alone. Today, urban parks are one of the central nodes for everyday politics in the city. They are where elected pro-Kurdish mayors politicize and construct a “new” imagined Kurdish identity. Associated with particular uses — such as gathering before and after marches, protesting state actions, commemorating past Kurdish rebellions and activists, and organizing public sermons and festivals (i.e., “Newroz”) — they have become a key ingredient in the manufacture of a new Kurdish tradition and the making and remaking of Kurdishness.

MAKING KURDISH NATIONAL ATTACHMENTS VIA URBAN PARKS

Traumatizing the Past. The first park I will discuss, Koçuyolu Park, has been a center for hunger strikes, proclamations, anti-state marches, and funeral demonstrations (fig. 8). It is located in the Bağlar district in Diyarbakır, where many people who have been forced to migrate to the city reside. The foundation of the park was laid in 1996, and it was completed in 1999 by the pro-Kurdish municipality. Since then, Koçuyolu Park has been a destination point for almost all the marches in the city opposing state agendas. These marches, organized collectively by party officials and civil-society organizations, generally begin in front of the party building, with the gathering of a crowd, continue through the streets of Bağlar, where Diyarbakır’s prison is located, and end at Koçuyolu Park. Such events are usually accompanied by a press release from party officials which emphasizes a vocabulary of “Kurdish rights” and the “diversity of Kurdish culture and nation.”

Koçuyolu Park is also distinctive because it seeks to memorialize state oppression and violence through monuments that recall an array of historical events. In this way it allows the pro-Kurdish party to prominently “interpellate” the subject of the oppressed Kurd. Building on Louis Althusser’s concept, De Leon, Desai and Tuğal have defined “interpellation” as “a process of imaginary identification with a cause (and parties, institutions, and leaders associated with that cause), which gives coherence and unity to the multifaceted and potentially contradictory or politically meaningless life histories and experiences of individuals.”

First, in 2002, in an act which sought to strengthen the discourse of Kurdish rights, the pro-Kurdish municipality erected a “Human Rights Monument” in the park, presenting the articles of a “Human Right Declaration” on an ornamented tablet (fig. 9). Then in 2008 another memorial, the “Right to Life” (Yaşam Hakı), was installed by the Diyarbakır Metropolitan Municipality. On September 12, the dedication of this memorial was accompanied by a large public ceremony, which included the participation of children, activists, and pro-Kurdish party members.

“Right to Life” commemorates seven children (out of eleven total people) killed when a bomb exploded along the wall of Koçuyolu Park on September 12, 2006. During city council meetings right after the blast, the memorial was given its name by Osman Baydemir, mayor of Diyarbakır Metropolitan Municipality. Located at the entrance to the park, “Right to Life” comprises three separate artworks: a cast-metal sculpture and two wall panels facing each other (fig. 10).

One of the wall panels features sculptures in relief of the wounded heads of people killed by the blast. Scattered over the surface of the panel, the heads frame the handwritten names of the children, carved as if on the pages of a book. Beneath, two white pigeons represent “the hope for the peace,” according to Fırat Erdoğan, sculptor of the wall panels (fig. 11).
According to Erdoğan, the opposing wall features an eye, “crying for the Kurdish society,” carved “over integrated Kurds performing a traditional dance” (FIG. 12). This panel thus does not simply narrate pain and hope, but represents the united Kurdish nation in solidarity. The upper portion of the panel bears a sun, representing “hope and peace for the future.” “I added the figure of the sun because I didn’t want to end this memorial solely with the representations of pain,” Erdoğan said. “Hence, the sun is also an important symbol for the Kurdish culture.”
The cast-metal sculpture between the two panels depicts “the dead body of a mother in pain trying to reach eternity and free her children from torture,” according to the artist Genco Cebe, who produced it, and who was living across the park when the bomb exploded (refer to fig. 10). This is the representation of the “frozen moments of violence,” he said. “I couldn’t stop myself designing the first draft of this memorial when I saw the mother, whose legs were ruptured by the blast, creeping on the ground and looking for her children.”

“Right to Life” was installed at the very place where the bomb burst occurred. As such, it represents an explicit narrative of death and has become a powerful acknowledgment of the perpetuation of oppression and violence against Kurds. Mehmet Demir, a father of four children who died in the blast, said in an interview: “I die five times, each time I pass in the front of the park.” While building a discourse of Kurdish identity among citizens of the Diyarbakır through an imagined “future of hope and peace,” “Right to Life” thus also embodies a critical memory that helps establish the sense of a (collective) traumatic history.

**Bringing the Culture Back In.** Etienne Balibar has remarked that “a social formation only reproduces itself as a nation to the extent that [it can operate]... through a network of apparatuses and daily practices.” In fact, national attachments of Kurdishness are made and remade in the city through everyday practices, facilitated by a network of activists, citizens, and pro-Kurdish party officials. These practices attempt to reestablish old traditions of Kurdishness with an emphasis on diversity and oppression.

Ayşe Şan Park, located between the Kayapınar and Bağlar districts in Diyarbakır, is an example of how such a sense of Kurdish culture may be represented in urban space (fig. 13). The park covers 7,500 square meters and includes a free-speech square and a café, along with walking paths, children’s play areas, ornamental pools, waterfalls, and a maze of plants. However, the park’s primary symbolic importance lies in its recognition of the Kurdish language via the commemoration of the dengbej singer Ayşe Şan, who died on December 18, 1996. Events organized within the park also aim to honor the dengbej culture via Ayşe Şan. In Kurdish culture, dengbej meetings, at which local artists and poets sing about such concepts as love, aspiration, nationalism and war, are a way of producing and transforming oral history. Yet, as memorialized in the park, the figure of Ayşe Şan is represented not just as a dengbej singer, but as a symbol of Kurdish activism and resistance, challenging the oppressed subject of Kurdish identity. With a black-and-white portrait of Ayşe Şan installed on the roof of its café narrating Kurdish culture, the park thus invokes a discourse of Kurdish nationalism (fig. 14).

The park was opened on December 18, 2008, the twelfth anniversary of Ayşe Şan’s death. Hundreds of people attended, including local mayors, Kurdish activists, and representatives of civil-society organizations. The event was thus typical of the practice by which the pro-Kurdish party brings members of NGOs and civil-society organizations together in different contexts to mold a sense of popular “grievance.” Hence, the opening of the park was also publicized months in advance, allowing merchants, coffeehouse workers, and common citizens in the streets to talk through the summer of 2008 about Ayşe Şan, her songs, and her life.

Before the opening ceremony, on December 16, 2008, an introductory meeting for the commemoration of Ayşe Şan events was staged at the Burhan Karadeniz Cinema by a joint organization of the Diyarbakır Metropolitan Municipality and the Mesopotamian Cultural Center (MKM). Participants included Mayor Osman Baydemir, DTP Diyarbakır Provincial Chairman Nejdet Atalay, and Bağlar Mayor Yurdusev Özsoymenler. A group of Kurdish women activists and artists also spoke about Ayşe Şan’s Kurdish identity, her exile, and her symbolic role in the Kurdish movement. In one speech, the Kurd-
ish artist Silan Dora described Ayşe Şan as follows: “Ayşe Şan is revolutionary. She is the voice and the heart of the people whose language is banned.” Mayor Osman Baydemir noted:

*Ayşe Şan, with her identity as a woman, represents the resistance to exist. She suffered greatly. In her residences in Istanbul, Germany, Baghdad, Hawler [Erbil] and Izmir, she amassed her agony. There was no doubt that, one day that exile would come to the end. Today is that day.*

Throughout the speeches, the figure of Ayşe Şan was presented as embedded in a discourse of oppression and Kurdish identity, a symbol of Kurdish suffering. During another panel, organized by the Diyarbakır Metropolitan Municipality, the Bağlar municipality, and the Mesopotamia Culture Center (Mezopotamya Kültür Merkezi), one speaker, the author Zeynep Yas, said, “Ayşe Şan is smashed into bits like the territory of Kurds.”

It is important to note that Ayşe Şan Park, like many other parks in Diyarbakır, is not only visited by BDP supporters, but by Kurds who are not affiliated with the party. Indeed, the park prominently embraces all visitors with its “Kurdish” environment. This is how one person I interviewed there, who identify himself “as an apolitical, pious persona” unaffiliated with the party, expressed his interaction with urban Kurdish identity in the park:

*I come to Ayşe Şan on a regular basis, almost every night. Sometimes we come here with my sisters in-law and brothers. We love it here because we listen to Kurdish music, sit in a traditional way on mattresses and divans. Ayşe Şan is ours! I like it here because this place reminds me I am Kurdish.*

Through such urban practices the articulating logic of the pro-Kurdish party succeeds in bringing different segments of society together. In fact, the “Kurdish culture” injected into the park by the pro-Kurdish party is a critical factor in bringing a pious person and a BDP supporter together.

*Imagining the Kurdish Nation.* Medya Park, located in Kayapınar (Peyas), Diyarbakır, is another park which has highlighted the politically contentious subject of Kurdishness (*fig. 15*). Constructed by the Kayapınar municipality, it created immediate conflict between the municipality and the state-appointed governorship because of the shape of its ornamental pool, designed to resemble an imagined map of Kurdistan (*fig. 16*). In fact, during construction, the governorship of Diyarbakır forbid the park from being opened, and filed suit against the Kayapınar municipality for promoting separatist ideals. After settling several lawsuits and distorting the shape of the pool, the park was finally opened on June 5, 2007, with an event attended by many pro-Kurdish members of parliament, party officials, and representatives of civil-society organizations. Once again, the opening speeches were heavily publicized and built on ideas of Kurdish identity and freedom. Furthermore, even though the shape of the pool was changed, residents of Diyarbakır still refer to it as having the shape of a map of Kurdistan, an indication of its continued symbolism.

However, what has made Medya Park most distinctive is not the shape of its pool, but the connotation of its name. The Medes, an ancient horde alive during the sixth century BCE, were the possible ancestors of present-day Kurds. Thus, for some, the name “Media” (“Medya” in Turkish) seems also to connote the territory of the Medes, therefore the territory of the Kurds.

In fact, the Medes are already present in contemporary accounts of Kurdish history, especially political ones. Recently in Diyarbakır, ground has been broken for a one-hundred-acre entertainment center named “Medland.” Plans call for it to be completed by mid-2012 and for it to include recreational...
areas and sport facilities as well as a lunapark representing diverse Kurdish symbols. Another example is that of MED TV, the name of the unofficial television station of the Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). Broadcasting from Europe, it is well known for its views on an independent Kurdistan. The PKK anthem, sung by guerillas, also contains the words, “We are the sons of the Medes. . . . Our god is Kurdistan.”

However, since the name “Medya” directly translates in Turkish as “media” (the means of mass communication), no other opposition or legal action was taken against the opening of the park other than that provided by the design of its ornamental pool.

Infusing Resistance. Giving parks Kurdish names and/or names that commemorate particular events in Kurdish history is another practice that has infused Kurdish resistance into urban space. In 2008 the Yenisehir, Baglar, and Kayapınar municipalities attempted to give Kurdish names to several parks within their jurisdictions, including Beybun, Silan, Berfin, Rojda and Rosna parks. But since the use of the Kurdish language is banned in public, the names were rejected by the state-appointed governorship. In response, however, the municipalities developed a strategy of “unnamed parks,” and installed blank nameplates at the entrances to each, with notes explaining the obstacles imposed on the use of Kurdish iconography. In fact, the blank nameplates themselves hold the Kurdish names in their explanatory texts (fig. 17). During an opening ceremony in December 2008, the mayor of Kayapınar municipality, Zulkuf Karatekin, highlighted the conflict between different government authorities that led to the rejection of the Kurdish names as follows: “While one [government authority] broadcasts a Kurdish channel on one of the state’s television channels, another bans the use of Kurdish in public space. How democratic is it?”

However, not all the rejected names for the parks were Kurdish; nor did state officials prohibit all the names proposed for the parks. For instance, the name “33 Bullets” was rejected because it made the state an object of accusation and antagonism. However, another park was opened without opposition, even though it was named Ceylan Önkol, after a Kurdish girl who was killed by a mortar shell while grazing sheep in Lice, Diyarbakır province, in October 2009 (fig. 18). Önkol’s death drew considerable attention from the municipality, local media, and human rights organizations. An official investigation concluded that she had detonated an unexploded device left in the area at a previous time. But local groups and human rights organizations, blaming state officials, asserted that such a device had to be fired from somewhere, and therefore must have purposefully targeted her. Accordingly, with the organized collaboration of the BDP and human rights organizations, thousands in Diyarbakır participated in marches protesting state military practices in southeastern Turkey. The campaign, which began in October 2009, emphasized the state’s violation of the “right to live” and culminated in the opening of the park to honor Ceylan Önkol in June 2010.

As part of the opening ceremony, the Kayapınar mayor, Zulkuf Karatekin, sent a note from prison, where he was being detained for membership in the KCK (Koma Civaken Kurdistan), an umbrella organization which includes the militant Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). It stated, “We are opening this park in honor of every child who has been killed by the state’s violation of right to live.” And after the opening speeches there was a sit-in at the park — not for Ceylan Önkol, but to protest the arrests of pro-Kurdish politicians.

The opening ceremony for the park thus once again merged two different events — the death of Ceylan Önkol and the arrests of politicians — into the narratives of collective violence, death and “tyranny.”
so many other events, are reported in local newspapers, presented on billboards, and, more importantly, conveyed from one person to the next in the everyday life of Diyarbakır via sermons, panels, dengbej meetings, funerals, mourning gatherings, Friday prayers, and even street conversations. Each narrative, each memory of oppression, spreads through the everyday practices of individuals, sets the experiences of “nationness,” and creates a sense of belonging in which citizens imagine themselves as a “political” community, regardless of knowing each other.

An important instance of these processes occurred on September 28, 2010. On this anniversary of Ceylan Önkol’s death, protest marches were held both in Diyarbakır and Istanbul, which were attended by thousands of citizens holding pictures of the dead girl and carrying banners which read, “State the murderer of Ceylan Önkol.” However, thousands of those in attendance were there not just to remember Ceylan Önkol but to express a Kurdish “right to live.” As one activist from Istanbul, Zeynep Tanbay, noted: “The massacres in which all other Kurdish children have lost their lives have to come to an end. We will pursue the perpetrators of these deaths. Ceylan’s eyes are still looking at us.”

These words from a Kurdish activist from Istanbul, far from Önkol’s hometown, suggest that discursive practices such as public protests and street conversations are critical to constructing national identity. In the words of Lisa Wedeen, they “produce[e] shared conditions,” in which “a community of anonymous fellow citizens can imagine itself into existence.”

In the urban parks discussed above — Koşuyolu, Medya, Ayşe Şan, Ceylan Önkol, and the unnamed parks — the narratives of past experiences and historical figures are immanently rendered into the present experience of Kurdish trauma and oppression.

However, it is crucial to understand how the making of Kurdish nationalism via urban parks is less a matter of the physical mass of the parks than the narratives embedded in them. As discussed by Brubaker, events associated with these parks enact a sense of “nationness” as a contingent event. This crystallizes and spreads through the everyday practices of citizens, and takes shape as “collective or individual action” that manifests a sense of community. For instance, even though the municipality was forced to distort the shape of the ornamental pool in Medya Park, it is still referred to everyday in Diyarbakır as representing a “map of Kurdistan.” It is further instilled with a memory of political contention between the mayor and the governor. And despite the fact that they were never officially recorded, people still use the proposed Kurdish names for the unnamed parks in everyday practice. The blank nameplates thus continually remind citizens of the ban on the use of “their” language, Kurdish.

The emotional experience of these narratives is also not limited to the parks, their opening ceremonies, or the panels of public figures convened to discuss them. Rather, it merges with the everyday practices of the urban, during which the narratives are discussed, interrogated and appropriated by citizens. The significance of Ceylan Önkol, “violations of human rights” by the state, the ban on Kurdish names, and the bombing that killed the children at Koşuyolu Park, like
WHAT MAKES A KURD?

This article has attempted to analyze the making and remaking of Kurdish national identity in the absence of a Kurdish nation-state. Examining the case of Diyarbakıır, I have argued that the articulation practices of the pro-Kurdish party are significant because they prompt the agenda and vocabulary of Kurdish nationalism. In this vein, I have looked at the urban practices of the pro-Kurdish party, which construct grievances, channel the work of NGOs and civil-society organizations, bring different segments of the “social” together, and give coherence to the Kurdish nationalist movement.

In this light, I have examined the processes first of (de)nationalizing (from Turkishness), and second of (re)nationalizing (Kurdification). And I argued that the pro-Kurdish party prominently “interpellates” the subject of the “oppressed Kurd,” creating an important element with which to build Kurdish nationalist discourse.66 I then focused on urban parks in Diyarbakıır, installed by pro-Kurdish mayors, and their roles in “traumatizing the past,” “bringing the culture back in,” “infusing resistance,” and “imagining the Kurdish nation.” In each park, nationalist discourse is built through narratives of a traumatic past, the oppressed Kurd, and an imagined future, which are prominently appropriated into space and publicized in everyday practices among Kurdish citizens.

Further, I have suggested that the sense of Kurdish nationalism is not constructed via the physical mass of the urban parks themselves, but emerges from the narratives embedded in them. I examined these narratives as representing “nationness,” and argued that nationhood “as a political and cultural form” is thus institutionalized through everyday life in the streets of Diyarbakıır.67 This happens among citizens, in their everyday practices — in parks, protests, prayers, hunger strikes, marches, funeral gatherings, house meetings, and so on — where the pro-Kurdish political party prompts the agenda and character of Kurdish nationalist discourse.

What makes a Kurd a Kurd, I suggest, is thus the everyday experience of urban space, which transforms citizens and enables them to practice as a community and reinvent their identity and culture. Rather than the distanced experiences of imposed egalitarian structures or solely top-down interventions, I suggest that everyday practices of urban space and the urban experience of collectivity within socio-spatial and political encounters engender a sense of national identity and nationalism.
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